
Bromine and chlorinefree Mobile Phones

The GreenHeart phones are bromine- and chlorine-free, 
and Sony Ericsson has pledged that the GreenHeart concept 

will be rolled out across its entire product portfolio 
in the coming years.
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Greening  
Consumer Electronics  
– moving away from bromine and chlorine  



ChemSeC – for a toxiC free world

ChemSec (the international Chemical Secretariat) is a non-profit organisa-
tion working for a toxic-free environment. our focus is to highlight the risks 
of hazardous substances and to influence and speed up legislative proces-
ses. we act as a catalyst for open dialogue between authorities, business, 
and NGos and collaborate with companies committed to taking the lead.  
all of our work is geared to stimulating public debate and action on the 
necessary steps towards a toxic-free world.

 

CPa – StrateGiC SolutioNS for GreeN ChemiCalS

Clean Production action, CPa, designs and delivers strategic solutions for 
green chemicals, sustainable materials, and environmentally preferable  
products for a closed-loop material economy.

CPa engages with businesses and NGo leaders to hasten the transition 
to an economy without harm. we coordinate the uS-based Business NGo 
working Group for Safer Chemicals and Sustainable materials and we 
research and promote companies’ efforts to transform the toxic chemical 
economy.
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Companies highlighted in this report have kindly contributed to the infor-
mation provided in the substitution case studies. ChemSec and Clean 
Production action are solely responsible for all other texts in this report.  
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aBSTracT

Sony ericsson’s phones are now 99.9 % bromine and 

chlorinefree, and the company plans to end its use of 

PVc in external charging systems by the end of 2009. 

Sony ericsson’s decision to cease using halogens in its 

phones was motivated by the fact that a large propor

tion of electronic waste is exported for inappropriate 

wastemanagement, in spite of ambitious regulations 

and product takeback systems developed by produ

cers and operators.

In May 2008, Sony ericsson began implementing 

a materials declaration system, which requires its 

suppliers to disclose all the substances used in Sony 

ericsson products.

Sony ericsson has been working on sustainability issues since 
its October 2001 formation. ericsson was a pioneer in this area 
and started researching halogenfree devices in 1999. Sony 
ericsson’s decision to cease using halogens in its phones was 
motivated by the fact that a large proportion of electronic 
waste is exported for inappropriate wastemanagement, in 
spite of ambitious regulations and product takeback systems 
developed by producers and operators. 

In 2000, ericsson released its first phone (T28) that did not use 
brominated flame retardants (Bfrs) in the casing and the prin
ted wiring board. However, at this time, Bfrs were still used in 
other components of the phone. The first phone produced after 
the ericsson and Sony handset divisions merged also avoided 
the use of Bfrs in the same components. Since then, the joint 
company’s continuous improvement programs have enabled it 
to extend this approach to all of the mobile phones it produces. 
In addition, Bfrs and halogenated polymers have been removed 
from most of the components in the phones. The only remain
ing uses of Bfrs are in small electrical components such as 
resistors and capacitors. Sony ericsson’s phones are now 99.9 % 
halogenfree, and all chargers exept one are free from PVc but 
the company plans to be totally PVc free by the end of 2009.

timeliNe of SuStaiNaBle ProduCt deVeloPmeNt

1996 Phased out use of Nicd

1999 first Bfrfree phone (ericsson)

2002 first Bfrfree phone as joint company

2004 first in the industry to introduce roHS compliant 
 phone

2009 Launch GreenHeart™ platform

enviRonmenTally conscious design 
Sony ericsson employs a structured approach to creating sus
tainable designs. The company’s design process starts with 
the consideration of customer requirements and regulatory 
demands, as well as business goals and targets. The product 
design cycle also includes a structured environmental compli
ance phase, where the environmental impact of new designs 
is reviewed. The items considered in such reviews include data 
from the company’s “cOMeT” (compliance on Materials and 
environment) material declaration database and an evaluation 
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of chemical analysis data to ensure that new products do not 
contain any chemicals on the company’s lists of banned and 
restricted substances. 

Sony ericsson’s banned substance list and its restricted sub
stance list are both central to the company’s sustainability 
work. Both are posted on the company’s Web site for interested 
customers, suppliers, competitors, and consumers to view. The 
purpose of Sony ericsson’s lists is to prevent hazardous sub
stances like certain halogenated compounds from entering 
the company’s production system and products, as well as to 
publicly state its intention to phaseout or restrict the use of 
other substances that are already in the system or in existing 
products.

Sony ericsson’s initial criteria for determining whether or not 
a substance should be include global legislation, stakeholders’ 
input, and market requirements. Sony ericsson does not per
form its own scientific studies on the human and environmen
tal health effects of the chemicals it considers for inclusion in 
its banned or restricted substances lists. Instead, the company 
gathers information from a variety of sources, including NGOs, 
customers, governments, and other industry stakeholders. 
The first step for considering whether a substance should be 
included in the noncompliance lists requires Sony ericsson to 
determine whether substitution with lesshazardous alternati
ves is feasible, either in the short or long term. for example, if 
Sony ericsson finds out that it is using a possibly carcinogenic 
substance and that substance can be readily substituted or 
phased out, then Sony ericsson will put the substance on one 
of its lists. 

addRessing daTa gaps
While Material Safety data Sheets (MSdSs) can provide some 
useful information, especially on “work environment” issues, 
Sony ericsson has found that more information on material 
content is often needed. for instance, an MSdS may not indi
cate whether or not plastic parts are halogenfree. as is the 
case for many downstream users, Sony ericsson can someti
mes encounter difficulties in getting basic information about 
the content of different materials. This often happens simply 
because the supplier does not understand what the company 
is asking for. To be sure that there are no misunderstandings 
about such product content, Sony ericsson sends its mobile 

phones out for external analysis of their chemical content to 
verify supplier information.

There are two possible methods for Sony ericsson to ensure 
that the items produced by its suppliers do not contain hazar
dous substances. Historically, the company relied solely on 
suppliers to verify that their products did not contain the 
substances included on Sony ericsson’s banned or restricted 
substances lists. In recent years, however, it became apparent to 
the company that using a materials declaration system would 
allow it to take a more proactive strategy as new hazards beco
me known. Such a system would also inform the company as to 
exactly what is in its products and also enable it to monitor for 
known hazards.

In May 2008, Sony ericsson began implementing a materials 
declaration system, which had been in development for several 
years. The new system uses a standard industry format (IPc
1752) to collect information from suppliers. This means that 
Sony ericsson wants full disclosure concerning all substances 
in Sony ericsson products from all suppliers. The company 
estimat es that it should have full disclosure on all components 
in its products by the end of 2010. 

pRoven ReliabiliTy and maTeRial supply
Sony ericsson has been working on reducing Bfrs in its phones 
since 1999, and the company’s products demonstrate that it is 
possible to manufacture halogenfree electronic devices that 
can withstand the extremely rigorous, industryrequired physi
cal reliability testing that is conducted prior to releasing a new 
product. reliability testing of handsets often consists of harsh 
physical tests, such as a “drop test,” in which an electronic 
device is tested to see how much force it can withstand, and a 
“shake test,” in which engineers determine how well the elec
tronic components fair after being literally shaken at a specified 
frequency and duration. These tests are conducted to simulate 
the rigors of the harsh conditions to which phones may be sub
jected to during daily use.  

Sony ericsson’s engineers, in partnership with their suppliers, 
were able to resolve commonly known issues with halogenfree 
plastics, such as brittleness, and what was initially a limited 
supply of raw materials. The company has now shipped over 
350 million Bfrfree phones, as well as accompanying char

Sony Ericsson… has now shipped over 350 million BFR-free phones, 

as well as accompanying chargers and other accessories.
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gers and other accessories. The company was able to produce 
these devices without sacrificing their worldclass reputation 
for selling reliable products. Sony ericsson’s leadership role in 
producing halogenfree devices provided incentive to their sup
pliers to develop reliable alternatives. as a result, there is now 
a reasonably large supply of alternatives available for a variety 
of plasticbased components, including Bfrfree enclosures and 
printed circuit boards. 
 
Sony ericsson product development teams are confident that 
their Bfrfree products fulfill, or exceed, the performance 
require ments for similar products that are not halogenfree. 
This confidence is reflected in its launch of the GreenHeart 
concept in June 2009. The GreenHeart phones are bromine 
and chlorinefree, and Sony ericsson has pledged that the 
GreenHeart concept will be rolled out across its entire product 
portfolio in the coming years. This will require that all Sony 
ericsson’s suppliers provide full material declarations. Sony 
ericsson met some resistance from its suppliers when it began 
requiring these full declarations for their two GreenHeart 
phone models launched in June 2009. However, by working 
with the supplychain, Sony ericsson expects to achieve full 
compliance for all its phones by 2010.

defining halogen-fRee
In order to achieve flame retardancy through the use of halo
genated material, such as brominated flameretardants, one 
must typically use very high concentrations of bromine. It is not 
uncommon to find Bfrs concentrations of 50,000 parts per mil
lion (ppm) in plastics. However, Sony ericsson’s experience is that 
traces of halogen can still be found in today’s halogenfree app
lications. This is often due to issues associated with companies 
that supply products not only to customers who demand halo
genfree materials but also to customers who have not yet made 
the transition to halogenfree products. In such cases, residues 
of halogenated material can be spread throughout the supply
chain, due to contamination in the production process. However, 
these residues are present in quantities that are much too low 
to fulfill a flameretarding function. Sony ericsson has therefore 
chosen to apply thresholds to their halogenfree applications. By 
establishing thresholds on elemental bromine and chlorine, such 
as the 900 ppm limit currently set for each element, the compa
ny is able to uphold a high halogenfree standard that excludes 
the intentional use of bromine and chlorine.

To verify compliance with Sony ericsson’s halogenfree or 
lowhalogen standards, the company requires an analysis of 
products’ elemental bromine and chlorine concentrations. If the 
bromine levels are below 900 ppm, no further testing is neces
sary. However, if test levels indicate a presence above 900 ppm, 
further testing using advanced equipment like gas chromato
graphy and mass spectrometry is needed to identify the com
pound or compounds that are the source of the bromine. 

In order to achieve full supplier compliance with the company’s 
chemical restrictions, Sony ericsson works closely with its sup
pliers. This takes the form of site visits, assessments, and audits, 
as well as education, training, and workshops. educating sup
pliers in providing full disclosure also takes time. However, this 
education may actually be beneficial for both the suppliers and 
the industry since this facilitates compliance. In addition, Sony 
ericsson predicts that the requirement for full disclosure will 
become more standard in the industry. a few other electronics 
companies are already starting to follow suit. 

moving foRwaRd 
The experience of Sony ericsson has proven that halogenfree 
devices can be manufactured on a mass scale for the mobile 
phone industry. The company’s success could be optimized and 
leveraged across the industry if other major electronics manu
facturers adopted their approach for full material disclosure 
and applied the elemental bromine and chlorine definitions to 
ensure costeffective compliance with Bfr and PVc restrictions. 
also critical is the development of clearly defined restrictions in 
the next iteration of the restriction of Hazardous Substances 
(roHS) directive. Sony ericsson has supported the development 
of additional substance restrictions to ensure industrywide 
changes and to reduce the cost of compliance for those compa
nies who led the industry in overcoming technical challenges 
to produce reliable halogenfree products. 
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international Chemical secretariat

box 7005, sE-402 31 Göteborg, sweden

tel:  +46(0)31-711 04 95  

E-mail:  info@chemsec.org

www.chemsec.org

Electronics manufacturers, standards bodies, and legislat-

ors have begun to take notice of the human health and 

en vironmental concerns associated with the use of bromin-

ated and chlorinated compounds in electronic products. An 

array of conflicting definitions and policies have emerged 

to address these concerns at various levels. this report is 

intended to show the feasibility of re-engineering consumer 

electronic products to avoid the use of these compounds 

and recommends a definition to address human health and 

environmen tal concerns that is implementable by industry. 

CPA and Chemsec have compiled case studies that provide 

examples of seven companies that have removed most forms 

of bromine and chlorine from their product lines. the purpose 

of this report is to allow parties outside the industry to see 

the level of conformance that can be met today, as well as 

provide a tool for engineers designing the next generation of 

greener electronic devices. 

CPA (north America) 

P.O. box 153, spring brook, ny 14140, usA

tel:  +1 716-805-1056

E-mail: alexandra@cleanproduction.org

www.cleanproduction.org




